Abstract-This paper presents a path planning method for the tensegrity robot with six struts (TR-6). For the most efficient rolling gait of tensegrity mobile robot, the rolling control research is adopted to be layered with path planning to carry out. In the robot rolling control level, the geometric structure characteristics of TR-6 are used fully. Through the rolling behavior of the drive control to realize path planning, strategy layer is called available. At the level of robot path planning, it is not necessary to pay much attention to the driver bottom control problem, so that the path planning algorithm can be simulated and verified. By simulation and experiment, the algorithm we proposed is proved effectively.
A wide variety of mobile robots are produced for different requirements. According to the different manufacturing processes, it can be divided into two kinds about traditional rigid robots and new flexible soft robots. The control precision of rigid mobile robot is higher than the others and the theory is mature, which can be widely used in the rules of the known environment. Because its structure is composed of rigid components entirely, environment adaptability of this kind robot is poorer, motion limited by confined spaces. So the applications in some areas are limited by the disadvantages of the rigid robots mentioned.
With the development of 3D printing technology, new intelligent materials and the breakthrough research in robotics, a new discipline of soft flexible robot is put forward [1] [2] . The robot is made up of flexible materials that can withstand great strain, change its shape and extend its size by mimicking the mollusks in nature. But there are many defections about these kinds of soft robot in materials, control theory, model establishment and control precision.
The researchers found that the flexible soft robot could expand its size, speed up, and retain its powerful deformability if rigid element was inserted. Based on this idea, the concept of tensegrity proposed by the architect R.B.Fuller [3] [4] was introduced into the field of mobile robot. It is a complex self-balancing structure composed by continuous flexible cables and discontinuous rigid pressure rods. By changing the length of the cable and the pressure bar, the robot can produce multiple of deformations to adapt various complex environment. The performance comparisons of three kinds of mobile robots are shown below. NASA laboratory proposed two kinds of robot named ReCTeR and SuperBall Bot [5] [6] , which can `drive six and twelve cables separately. The robots can roll on the flat ground continuously. The main purpose is to find a suitable structure that can be used for effective landing of planets in the future. [7] presents the design, analysis, and simulation of a fully actuated modular spherical tensegrity robot for co-robotic and space exploration applications. [8] shows how the robustness of tensegrity robots can be addressed because the robustness issues are especially important when applied to physical tensegrity robots as there exists errors with respect to the simulation. It may prevent the physical robot from actually rolling. [9] describes a tensegrity structure, composed of struts, cables and its characteristics. Then the principle of crawling by robot body deformation is explained, followed by a classification of the methods. By this method, a body can be deformed and contacted conditions of the robot through the cable-graph of the tensegrity structure. Topological transition graphs that can visualize crawling from each initial contact condition are also described. [10] [11] proposes the research of configuration design and multi-motion for the TR-6. Two generations of experimental prototype are developed. The robot can roll on flat ground discontinuously and has a certain peristaltic ability in second generation.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. In section II, we provide the model of 6-struts tensegrity robot (TR-6) and motion mechanism of the robot. The states adjacent related list of TR-6 is researched. In section III, the ideal rule path of this kind of robot has been proposed which is foundation theory of path planning. The path planning method of tensegrity robot based on A* algorithm is proposed in section IV. At last, we do the simulation by the robot tools of matlab software that shows the algorithm we proposed can perform better in path planning of the tensegrity robot, and the experiment shows the algorithm effectively.
I. 6-STRUTS TENSEGRITY ROBOT STRUCTURE MODLE ESTABLISHING AND ANALYSIS

A. Structure Model Established of Tensegrity Robot
In this paper, the tensegrity robot we designed is composed of 6 struts and 24 cables and we name it TR-6 in simple. The top of each strut is connected to four cables and each cable is connected to the top of the two struts as shown in Fig.1 .
The TR-6 contracts its cables, resulting in self-deformation and rolling motion. The power supply, control and communication units and actuators are all in the prototype. These components increase the weight of the robot, if the elastic coefficient of the cable is changeless, and the shape of the robot becomes flat. Base area is larger and the quality center is lower which makes it hard for the robot to scroll. Therefore, we must increase the elastic coefficient of the cable to maintain the shape of TR-6 and driving force of the same deformation is also increasing. Therefore, lightweight mechanical structure and high torque servo motors are all required.
Each cable designed is adopted to be smooth which is closed linked to the structure of equivalent block and its purpose is to make the output of elastic double force. Because the steering gear volume selection limits the output power, the speed is lower in exchange for greater output strain. The internal structure of the robot is shown in Fig.2 . Dynamic analysis and experiments both show that RT state is more stable than IT state as to TR-6. If the robot rolls in RT state at beginning, it will not stop in the IT status, but directly transfer to the next adjacent RT state or IT states. If the robot rolls in IT state at beginning, it may be stopped in the TR states. So we can get the conclusion that rolling process of robot cannot be docked to the unstable state of IT which is important to design the path planning method as to TR-6. In the study of robot trajectory, one scrolling step is defined from the RT state to another adjacent RT state. As shown in Fig.4 , the black solid lines represent the cables of TR-6 contacting the ground. Light dotted lines represent that the scrolling behavior leads to the transfer of the location of the gravity center on the ground projection.
The state of the adjacency relations according to TR-6 model surface graph can be obtained as shown in table II. Three numbers in table II present node-labels on the ground. It is easy to find that clockwise and anticlockwise states of RT adjacent to each other and it is important to make such a tag for the purpose of deriving rules of the ideal path to the robot center of gravity on the ground projection. According to the characteristics of the rolling trajectory of the overall robot, the coordinate system shown can be established in Fig.5 . The distance of the gravity center between adjacent states in the plane coordinate system is presented by e L
( ) x k ( ) ( presents the current position of robot and k is the rolling times. (6) Considering the change of gravity position center separately, the angle of gravity trajectory causing by two adjacent rolling on the ground is 120 degrees. From the initial state of RT, three options are chosen as TR-6 rolls for the first time, assuming that it can't roll back. So there are two choices after each rolling. Passing over all the possibilities (regardless of the obstacles and motion back) the time complexity should be ( ) 3 2 n O n . Its growth trend is shown in Fig.6 . Because of the expansion of the solution space steps as mobile rendering index trend, it is necessary to adopt a certain optimization algorithm to optimize the path searching process of path planning quickly. 
III. PATH PLANNING OF TR-6 BASED ON A* ALGORITHM
A. Model established of Environment
A* algorithm as one of state space search algorithms should get the node and actual environment information. So the tensegrity robot environment modeling should be set up and the state space is abstracted. We can transform the problem of the shortest path into the minimum state space setting from the initial state to target state.
Based on the tensegrity rolling gait of the robot's motion rule and its trajectory of recursive equation deduced mentioned above, the hexagonal grid map is established as shown as Fig.7 . The length of the grid / 2 e L is half of the distance between the center of gravity and the neighboring states. The actual position coordinates of the robot on the map can be determined by the numbers of the hexagon. In the first quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate system, the relationship between (x,y) and (X,Y ) is shown in Equation 7. According to the conversion relationship mentioned above, the environment maps can be created as shown in Fig.8 , in which grids filled with yellow color represents robot gravity position unreached. Grids filled with gray color represents obstacles occupied and grids filled with white color represents robot gravity position reached. Gravity motion trajectories have been defined by blue lines. 
B. Evaluation function design
Firstly, state of the robot in the environment is defined as
, , x y k represent the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the robot positions and the number of rolling steps. We define the adjacency state increment matrix as 'E :
We can draw the vector representation of the adjacency state increment of the whole robot in relation to the current state as shown in Fig.9 .
The recursion equation of robot state is In order to void the process of ring happening, we can set the motion steps as one part of robot state information instead of just defining the states of robot coordinates. From Fig.10 , if the number of steps is not introduced, the state is considered to be exactly the same in the same loop after six steps. Then some necessary path information will be lost. So, we design heuristic functions of A* algorithm. We design ( 
A. Simulation Analysis
In order to observe the influence of evaluation function selection about optimal path in 11 x 11 grid space, two different evaluation function results are simulated in the same environment (the same obstacles grid). The simulation results are shown in Fig.11 . Fig.11 (a) is the experimental result of evaluating the distance between the current point and the target point with Manhattan distance as heuristic function. The robot reaches the target point (9, 10) from the starting position (0, 0), and the path length is 20 steps. Fig.11 (b) is the experimental result of the evaluation function from the current point of the evaluation function to the target point with Euclid distance as heuristic function. The path length is 18 steps. Therefore, Euclidean distance should be selected in this study for the evaluation function of the distance. 20x20 grid space obstacle map is generated randomly and the location of target is located in (19, 20) . The A* algorithm to solve the optimal path is shown in Fig.9 effectively, though size of map is bigger and obstacles are more than ever. Fig.13 shows that TR-6 has the ability to roll continuously. In about 120s, the length of TR-6 rolling is about 6m. The sensors that robot carried includes electronic compass, speed sensor and ultrasonic sensor. The global position is measured by 3D motion capture instruments VXtrack as shown in Fig.14 . Then in order to verify the method we proposed, the experiment is taken as shown in Fig.15 . We can clearly see that the robot can plan its path effectively. V. Conclusion
B. Experiment Analysis
In this paper, the path planning method of TR-6 has been proposed based on A* modified algorithm. By the geometric model of TR-6 structure research, the special rules of the rolling motion are found that the include angle is 120-degree between adjacent two step rolling lines in horizontal ground projection. Recursive equations of mobile robot gravity center position in ideal gait have been deduced. According to the structural characteristics of tensegrity robot and motion rule, environment for the hexagonal grid map modeling has been set up. By simulation and experiment, the algorithm we proposed has been proved effectively.
